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ABSTRACT
COVID-19 has changed the way we live and work, as various health and safety restrictions keep more of us at home more often. The resulting changes to our behaviour are already impacting the environment around us in myriad ways and the containment of the spread of the pandemic and limitations on commercial activities, mobility, manufacturing, educational and construction sectors have significantly been affected. Since we are in technological age, it is the responsibility of the professionals in the Built Environment to find the best approach to mitigate the socio-economic challenges the pandemic introduced to our environment. This research focuses on the impact of the pandemic on the environment and the expected response of its professionals to rebuild the system from its recovering process in the Post COVID-19 period.


I. INTRODUCTION
Pandemic and traumatic experiences have always had an impact on our environment. Further, they have long reshaped our built environment, forcing us to respond and learn from our failure and as a result adapt new ways to mitigate. As a concept, Science encompasses the systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and technology is the application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes. (Harshin, 2020).

During these strange and difficult circumstances, it is hard not to pay attention to physical surrounding and rethink our daily habits in the built environment. To successfully mitigate the impact of COVID-19 which caught everyone unawares and less prepared, there is need for environmental science professionals to step up their contributions leveraging the availability of scientific and technological advancement to help redesign, rebuild, maintain, sustain and manage our environment from post COVID-19 pandemic and its socio-Economic Challenges it introduces.

“Urban Planning, architecture and public health were partners in the historic efforts to prevent epidemics.” (Vittori,G & Guenther, R 2008)

Architectural Design Responses in Meeting Post COVID-19 Pandemic
Architects are most times referred to as “master planners” because of their efficient production of conceptual design models and this possess a heavy responsibility of knowing the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the economies and societies worldwide to predict the future of cities and design from the present situations.

According to Norman Robert Foster, a British architect and designer, “As an architect, you design for the present, with an awareness of the past, for a future which is essentially unknown”.

After Coronavirus Pandemic, architectural design will be in stage of design for an independent building in case of emergencies. People are more
The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed a global emergency and also has raised issues with waste management practices. A huge increase in the amount of used personal protective equipment (facemasks, gloves and other protective stuffs) and wide distribution of infectious waste from hospitals, health care facilities and quarantined workplaces and in public infrastructures. (Infraspeak, 2020)

Nigeria, as a nation has been tagged the Giant of Africa owing to the fact that some of its public infrastructural development of high standards but unfortunately, lacks the maintenance and sustainability to stand the test of time. The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has resuscitated some development in hospitals, health care centres, public gatherings, market squares etc. These infrastructures need to be maintained so that it can last it purpose and serve its existence. Infrastructures like emergency clinics, water dispensers for public location (schools, market complex, offices and religious centres), General sanitisers in public places (courtyard, garden, green roofs) will be the new luxury. Interaction with living plants and using natural materials within the building would give a cosier touch and help improve mental health during house quarantine; since green spaces protect against mood disorders and depression that people could feel during pandemics (Engemann, k; Pedersen, C; Arge, L; ....... & Svenning, J.c, 2019).

Since architectural spaces are conceptualized and designed with a clear goal, such space can promote or aid the inhibition of infectious disease (Olalusi and Ayeni 2010). This was first experimented with by Florence Nightingale, when she launched the hospital ward model, stated that the daylight and cross ventilation are significant components to disinfect and lessen the infection occurrences in hospitals. Some appropriate design strategies are to be employed in adapting our domestic, commercial, residential and hospital spaces for infection, prevention and control. (Udomiaye E; Eze Desu O and Kalu C 2020)

These design strategies include:

- Design for social distancing
- Design to enhance natural ventilation
- Design to enhance Daylight or Sunlight.
- Design with adaptive finishing materials and construction methods
- Flexible design with sustainable features, (Olalusi and Ayeni 2010)

Facilities Management and Maintenance of Public Infrastructure in Post COVID-19 Pandemic

Facilities management are an expert administration discipline, devoted to offering environmental friendly and nice guide to the maintenance of upcoming and existing infrastructure. The responsibility of the facility managers is the obligation to take measures to implement the correct preventive and control strategies in the workplace. (Ali, 2020)

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the world was already facing challenges in the waste management sector, where over two billion people lack access to waste collection whereas over three billion people lack access to waste disposal (UN-Habitat 2020).

The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed a global emergency and also has raised issues with waste management practices. A huge increase in the amount of used personal protective equipment (facemasks, gloves and other protective stuffs) and wide distribution of infectious waste from hospitals, health care facilities and quarantined workplaces and in public infrastructures.
The discomfort generated by the lockdown and social distancing -avoiding large crowds-might be further fuelled by various stressors like social isolation, loss of income, confinement, boredom, and activity restriction. Hence, it is crucial to identify factors that might deplete the adverse impact of the pandemic lockdown and social distancing on mental health. To this respect and from urban design perspective, it is argued that public open spaces such as parks and gardens should be brought to the forefront in terms of mitigating the adverse effects of pandemic lockdown and social distancing on the population’s mental health. In the first place, it might seem against common sense to bring together two antagonist concepts such as “pandemic lockdown” and “public parks”. Urban parks are crucial public open spaces that provide inhabitants with opportunities for social interaction, sharing experiences, physical activities, enjoyment of nature, for tourism and an escape from the stress of cities. It allows citizens to fulfil their needs for passive and active engagement, relaxation, and comfort. Hence, it is extremely difficult to ignore the importance of recreational outdoors areas and the seeking of pleasure and wellbeing from residents, especially during prolonged social lockdown periods. (Amine M and Chehab D, 2020).

The crisis may provide citizens and planners with an opportunity to rethink drastically, from the ground up, the way we live, consume, produce and travel. Cities are where everything and everyone connects, which makes cities thrilling and vibrant, but also vulnerable. People living in cities are more dependent on public and private services for transportation, food, and enjoying open spaces. COVID-19 has shown that the urban interconnectedness can be vulnerability, where inadequate access or interruptions of services leave them vulnerable. At the same time, neighbourhood initiatives that sprung up around the world have also shown that there is also another way to live together in cities (UNESCO, 2020).

The following socio-economic recommendations were given as activities that provide a wake-up call to adopt environmentally friendly development pathways:

- Greening the transportation and industry sectors can provide major air quality, reduce traffic-related pollution and as measures designed for reducing some pollutants may increase secondary pollutants, holistic approaches to pollution mitigation are needed.
- More inclusive actions towards reducing inequalities and addressing the needs of
vulnerable groups should be prioritized and Slum upgrading should be prioritized.

- Enhancing sense of community is critical for improving response and recovery capacities.
- Considering other multiple benefits of compact urban developments, planners should continue promoting them- More space should be allocated to pedestrian areas and open spaces.
- Designing regulations to minimize negative agricultural, industrial and traffic impacts on water resources should be prioritize.(Ayyoob S, Amir R K, Garmsird, 2020)

Construction value Chain in Post COVID-19 Pandemic

Construction industry members including owners, developers, contractors, subcontractors and supply chain vendors have experienced varying degrees of impacts as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic based upon the various responses at the state and local levels.

It is important for construction firms and project owners to understand how COVID-19 has impacted and continues to affect the availability and prices of construction materials and supplies. Virus outbreaks and lockdowns have inhibited the manufacturing and transportation of supplies, while a booming residential construction market has increased their demand, leading to a supply squeeze and increasing costs (Schnippert, 2021).

The construction sector, characterized by long and fragmented low margin supply chains, was a part of the economy likely to be quickly and heavily impacted by the pandemic outbreak. This proved to be the case, with construction activities hastily suspended and many sites closing voluntarily to meet social distancing requirements. The sector is widely known for having systemic weaknesses including fragmentation, a multi-tiered structure, low net profit margins, poor cash flow and generally weak balance sheet strength. The high level of intellectual property often locked in lower levels of the supply chain, together with a slow adoption of digital technologies and other factors, has left the sector poorly equipped to handle the pandemic and any future significant downside events.

Despite all the obvious negative consequences of the pandemic, the seismic nature of its impact perhaps offers the opportunity for the construction sector to do more than revert to former ways of working.

For the public sector, there are suggestions that practical measures need to be set in place to encourage a determination in the private sector to continue with new innovations that will enable real productivity improvements (e.g. through modular construction) and sustainable technologies to be brought to bear.

Early collaborative engagement of suppliers and clients, though not new, could be espoused more broadly. This could promote the development of component parts using sustainable techniques earlier into the project development lifecycle. With designs confirmed for standard components, to be delivered by a larger pool of suppliers, this would potentially help increase consistency of quality and would assist with achieving higher volume off-site manufacturing. By turn, this could flow through to on-site assembly and be part of assisting driving productivity gains and bringing projects to completion on time and to budget.

A specific issue associated with COVID-19 in performing supplier financial checks is that pre-COVID-19 financial accounts are likely to paint a very different picture of a company’s financial health to that during the pandemic. Thus, it is suggested that such analysis may need to be enhanced by appraisal of the current and forward looking factors which provide indicators of financial health including instances where the market is looking to short the shares of a given company in the supply chain, any proposed changes to supplier payment terms, indicating fragility of cash flow, reduced credit ratings etc.

An acceptance of mistakes and learning between projects will potentially help create sufficient consensus drive to adoption of new ways of working in what remains a fragmented market. Ultimately, this will need clear leadership to drive change from all parts of the supply chain, where the client acknowledges itself as an integral component part of the supply chain.

Document All Impacts. While it is always advisable to document events that occur over the course of any construction project, the COVID-19 outbreak has placed an even greater emphasis on the need to maintain contemporaneous and thorough records. Project records comprised of generic descriptions of site activities and impacts will not be sufficient to establish a clear record. Instead, all interested parties should track and document any COVID-19 impacts and related mitigation efforts (James P. C, Gina A. F and Gregory H.K, 2020).

Surveying Practices during and after COVID-19 Pandemic

"For years, the common belief has been that experiential surveying labs cannot be offered remotely online. Well, during the early 2020, all schools were forced to make a sudden change from..."
traditional in-person classes to remote delivery if possible. This sudden transition, affected surveying labs that were in session in mid-March. Many programs were in the middle of their semester breaks and had perhaps one week to readjust and decide how to conduct the rest of the semester online"(ASCE, 2020).

Like so many other industries over the past year, Surveyors which includes (Land, Quantity and Estate) took an initial hit as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Being an industry that has been categorically esteemed with their professional techniques that involves a high number of rigorous working hours on field and physical site inspection at different geographical location in varying characteristics and attribute. There's a need for more scientific-technological approach to mitigate the restrictions presented by the pandemic outbreak as surveying professionals build the bedrock for meaningful development. One of the major approaches that came through during the pandemic for Surveyors is the leverage on spatial technologies that involves little or no Field work and still gives relatively accurate results when compared to the traditional method before COVID-19. The working principles of these technologies are fully operational on the ability of space satellite, unmanned vessels (e.g drones) and computers to give the characteristics of a landed property by data processing, manipulation, analysis and modeling techniques. Hence, we have "Remote Surveying".

Remote Surveying is the way forward as scientific approach to mitigate the socio-economical effect of COVID-19 through the use of spatial technologies. These technologies have provided the future to the surveying professionals in the Post pandemic era; it also offers a number of these technologies with various functions, capability and operations based on the need by its users. The available technologies include (but not limited to) Geographic information system (GIS), Remote Sensing, Digital cartography, photogrammetry, Aerial Surveys etc. Majority of these technologies have been in existence before the COVID-19 pandemic, but were less deployed due to financial incapability, lack of expertise, poor education/awareness. Now that the pandemic has befallen us, the narrative has changed and an enormous attention has to be shifted on spatial technologies to make it more available than it was for surveyors to use and contribute their quota in reclaiming the lost territories by the pandemic.

The technical know-how (knowledge and expertise) is a secondary setback to combining these technologies to surveying practice as a "hybrid”, aside from the relative high cost. To tackle this, several bodies in the professions have to make use of available and effective methods to teach its members starting from schools (students) to practicing members (veterans) on the importance of the adoption of the technologies to ensure professional continuity and mitigating the socio economic challenges of COVID-19 at large.

"We are in a unique position to move forward in our use of blended learning. We have seen rapid development in the online platforms and technologies available and, more importantly, our ability to use them to achieve effective learning. We have also learned that there are a range of learners who all learn differently. Not everyone is suited to online learning, while some are more comfortable learning only using online materials. A key challenge we face is to develop approaches and pathways that cater for these different learning needs"(Mitchell, 2020).

II. CONCLUSION
The separation of health and environmental Science is a dangerous delusion. Our health entirely depends on the climate and the other Environmental elements we share the planet with. We need to bring these communities together. But largely we still view the environment and life on earth as separate. We can and must do better if we want to prevent the next infectious pandemic. That means we must combat Environmental changes with the right tools by with its professionals far more to safeguard the diversity of life on earth and the infrastructures it relies on to survive. Scientific and technological approach are most suitable in mitigating the socio-economic challenges possessed by COVID-19 only when Environmental Science Professionals stand up to the challenge of accepting the ‘new normal’ of the Post pandemic realities as it melts out on their professional ethics and required responsibilities.
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